
 

 

RUTE 1// Through the Jacobean valleys 

ESTABLISHMENTS 

HECHO 

Licores Selva de Oza 

Spirits, fruit brandies and sloe-flavoured liqueurs made in this Pyrenean valley. The 

best locally sourced raw material and traditional production techniques go to produce 

the special aroma and flavour that represent the essence of the Licores Selva de Oza 

brand. 

 

Selva de Oza Sociedad Cooperativa – Chesitas - 

Selva de Oza, in honour of the magnificent forest located on the banks of the River 

Aragón Subordán, is the name on the label of the chesitas and rosco biscuits, and the 

cakes, spirits, fruit brandies and sloe-flavoured liqueurs made in this Pyrenean valley. 

 

HOSTAL DE IPIÉS 

Chocolates de la Abuela 

The ancestral chocolate-making tradition of San Carlos de Bariloche in Argentina’s 

Patagonia region has travelled than 11,000 kilometres to the foot of the Pyrenees. The 

chocolates, jams and liqueurs they make here and sold in the gourmet shop are a treat 

for your palate. 

 

JACA 

Confitería Echeto 

The Echeto patisserie that dates from 1890. The varieties of pastries that fill the 

counters and display cases are enough to awaken the most reticent taste buds. What 

to choose: coronitas de Santa Orosia (baked doughnuts), lacitos de Jaca (puff pastry 



 

ribbons), pastillas de San Juan de la Peña (sweets), condes pastries, jaqueses (brioche 

cakes)… Why choose when an assortment of everything will do? 

 

Restaurante La Cocina Aragonesa  

They offer market cuisine that makes use of excellent produce such as game, and fish 

brought in directly from the Bay of Biscay. Their signature dishes share the menu with 

others inspired by classics of Basque and Aragonese cooking. 

There is a daily set menu, gastronomic menus for certain seasons and a tasting menu. 

The restaurant menu also contains a selection of rice dishes to eat in or take away.  

The decor is in the typical mountain style, making this a very cosy space. There is also 

an air-conditioned conservatory that is open in summer and used for celebrations and 

events during the rest of the year. 

 

PANTICOSA 

Mesón Sampietro 

According to custom, nobody can leave without having tried the amazing baked 

potatoes with onion and the roasted or braised meat dishes at Mesón Sampietro, a 

veteran institution of Tena Valley cuisine. 

 

VILLANÚA 

Queseria-formacheria O Xortical 

In addition to visiting the facilities and conversing with its owners, there is also a shop 

selling the cheese they produce. There are varieties made from both cow’s milk and 

ewe’s milk, but you must try the viello ewe’s milk cheese which is matured for eight 

months. O Xortical makes traditional pressed cheeses with a natural crust. They only 

work with raw milk and produce a cheese with organoleptic qualities that can be 

described as halfway between those of the Roncal Valley cheeses and the Ossau-Iraty 

cheese from the northern side of the Pyrenees. The facilities are well looked after and 

tours can be arranged for groups. 

 

 
 



 

TOURIST OFFICES 

Hecho 

Ctra de Oza, s/n 

Tel.- 974 37 55 05 

 

Jaca 

Plaza de San Pedro, 11-13 

Tel.- 974 36 00 98  

Schedule of opening : All the year round 

 

Panticosa 

(Centro Sociocultural La Fajuala ) 

C/ San Miguel, 37 

Tel.- 974 48 73 14  

Schedule of opening : All the year round 

 

Villanúa 

("Subterránea" Centro de Interpretación de la Cueva de las Güixas) 

Camino de la Fuente, 1 

Tel.- 974 37 84 65 

Schedule of opening : All the year round 

 

 
 

MUSEUMS 

Caldearenas 

C.I la Harinera (Fábrica de Harinas «La Dolores») 

Tel.- 974 35 97 73 



 

 

Puente La Reina 

Museo del Molino 

C/ El Molino s/n 

Tel.- 974 377 499 

 

Siresa 

Museo del Pan 

Tel.- 974 37 50 02 

 

 


